
The role of customer service has changed, from answering phone calls to connecting with customers in entirely 
new ways. While improving agent productivity is still critical, it’s imperative for service organizations to deliver 
outstanding customer service across every customer interaction to differentiate and grow.

At the same time, there has been an explosion in the number of channels over which customers today expect 
service. It used to be just the phone. Today customers want service over the web, email, chat, Facebook, Twitter, 
and more. Companies must meet customers where they already are, on these new social channels, and do so in a 
consistent manner. 

Many service organizations are saddled with older technology that hasn’t kept pace with new business 
requirements like agent collaboration and social customer service. Instead, companies get by with cobbled together 
solutions and heavily customized applications that are risky to change, difficult to upgrade, and almost impossible 
to innovate on top of. 

If your employees and customers are on social networks, shouldn’t your support be as well? 

Service Cloud

World’s #1 
Customer Service Application

Service Cloud is the industry leading customer service application. We help support organizations deliver outstanding 
customer service and significantly improve customer satisfaction and retention.
Service Cloud can help you:

 ▪ Build a true multi-channel contact center: Agents have a single intuitive interface to handle support issues over 
traditional and social channels, administrators have one place to implement SLAs, and executives have consistent 
metrics and reporting.

 ▪ Enhance agent productivity: The configurable agent console, contextual knowledge pushed to agents, easy to 
consume feed for all case history, and pluggable integration with back-office systems are just some of the ways we 
help you improve key productivity metrics in the contact center and reduce overall support costs.

 ▪ Deliver a superior customer experience: With social media listening to understand customer sentiment, integrated 
self-service communities so customers have one place for answers, proactive service over social channels, and mobile 
self-service, you can surprise and delight your customers with outstanding customer experiences at every interaction.
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For More Information
Contact your account executive to learn  
how we can help you accelerate your  
CRM success.
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CRM success.

Agent Console 
A true multi-channel agent console that 
is intuitive, configurable and designed for 
productivity. Easily integrate your back-office 
systems into the console to give agents one screen 
for the entire service process.

Self-Service Communities
Break down the silos between knowledge-based 
Break down the silos between knowledge-based 
self-service and communities with an integrated 
self-service experience so customers have one place 
to go for answers.

Knowledge
The Salesforce KCS certified knowledge 
application lets you provide consistent and 
accurate answers to customers and agents alike.

Contacts & Entitlements
Give every customer the level of service they 
deserve. Keep tabs on key milestones and metrics 
to stay compliant with SLAs.

CTI
Easily integrate with over 80 of the most popular 
telephony systems without the need for desktop 
software with our 100% cloud-based CTI adaptor. 
And make your phone agents more productive.

Social Support
Listen to customers in over 200M social media 
channels, filter actionable social posts, and respond 
to customers in the channel of their choice.

Collaboration
Let your agents and experts collaborate instantly 
around a case to swarm around problems and resolve 
cases faster and more efficiently.

Live Chat
Integrated live chat allows for seamless escalation to 
the contact center from your web site, the ability to 
handle multiple chats at a time, and a complete chat 
history for compliance and reporting.

Mobile
As a service executive stay on top of key contact 
center metrics from anywhere on your mobile device 
or tablet. Customers get mobile self-service and 
community service on the go so they never have to 
call your agents.

Analytics and Reports
No complicated setup, just the customer service 
metrics that are important to you. In real time. From 
the VP of support to a line manager in the contact 
center, configure new reports and dashboards with a 
few mouse clicks and no calls for IT support.

Service Cloud offers comprehensive capabilities to transform your support organization to exceed customer 
expectations. Be it in the contact center, on the web, or over social networks, Service Cloud lets you rapidly deploy 
a best-in-class solution with all the benefits of the most trusted cloud computing platform in the marketplace. 

Only with Salesforce.com 
You can’t deliver great service for today’s customer with yesterday’s technology. Only Service Cloud from 
Salesforce provides the transformational service platform to help you leapfrog the competition and deliver the 
next generation of customer service in the cloud. 


